BIKE RACK DESIGN CONTEST
WINNING DESIGNS
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NORTH SHORE MOUNTAINS
My design plays tribute to the North Shore mountain range. This playful design can
work as one, or using multiple racks to create the depth of a mountain range. The
design is simple and beautiful, mirroring our sky line.
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The Guard Bird

Instead of the guard dog, this is the guard-bird, a friendly helper always ready
to hold a Vancouver cyclist’s bike (or two).

bike rack
goggles are cut from 1/4” thick
steel plate and welded to formed
2” tube. Can be powder-coated
or stainless steel

32 “

standard bolted to ground

21 “

THE GUARD BIRD
Instead of a guard dog, here is the guard bird, a friendly helper always ready to hold
a Vancouver cyclist’s bike (or two).
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Petal Rack

Embracing the beautiful and lush environment that symbolizes British
Columbia, the Petal Rack articulates the natural beauty of our province.
Its design and colour will integrate perfectly with the sensibility of
Vancouver’s eco-friendly lifestyle. The Petal Rack installations will also
serve as a visual reminder to honor our environment and to protect our
natural resources.
The Petal Rack’s goal is to create innovative ways to accommodate a
growing city. Its design is simple and practical without compromising
sophistication. Adding to the commitment of BC’s green living and
sustainable development, The Petal Rack aims to complement the
existing bicycling infrastructure with convenience, charm, and fun!

PETAL RACK
Embracing the beautiful and lush environment that symbolizes BC, the Petal Rack
articulates the natural beauty of our province. Its design and colour will integrate
perfectly with the sensibility of Vancouver’s eco-friendly lifestyle. They will also serve
as a visual reminder to honour our environment and protect our natural resources.
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PROJECT
Bike Rack Design - "Living Leaf"
DESCRIPTION
"Living Leaf" was designed to
reflect Vancouver's aspiration
to become one of the greenest
cities of the world. The design
resembles two leaves joined as
one, which symbolizes the
unification of our society. How
only together we will achieve
urban sustainability.

2"

LIVING LEAF
“Living Leaf” was designed to reflect Vancouver’s aspiration to become one of the
greenest cities of the world. The design resembles two leaves joined as one, which
symbolizes the unification of our society. How only together we will achieve urban
sustainability.
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